White Water Rafting
Two white water rivers are within a two hour drive of Pittsburgh. The
Youghiogheny River draws crowds to Pennsylvania and the Cheat River
does the same to West Virginia. A few skilled kayakers and canoeists
travel the rough waters by themselves, but most rely on outfitters that
provide four and six-person rubber rafts.
The Youghiogheny provided my first experience of a white water
river. The trip begins at Ohiopyle, a small town along the river. The outfitter
has its rafts lined up along the shore. Everyone picks up a paddle and a
life jacket and listens to instructions for surviving a swim through a rapid:
“Lie on your back with your feet forward, so your feet hit the rocks and not
your head.”
Undaunted, the rafters drag their rafts into the water. The feet and
lower legs are immediately soaked. The rafts are shaped like elongated
donuts and the tubes forming the sides are too wide to straddle. Grace
and dignity disappear as the rafters crawl across the wide rubber tubes.
The tubes surround a space that is covered by a flat rubber bottom. The
space is large enough to hold all four rafters, but it is impossible to paddle
sitting on the rubber bottom. Paddlers must perch upon the wide tubes
and lean over to reach the water.

The rafters become a crew and their first task is to choose a captain.
There is no hope of surviving the rapids unless everyone works together.
Those new to rafting are not anxious to be captain. More often than not I
fall into the role. The commands are simple: forward paddle and back
paddle. When the left side paddles forward and the right side back
paddles, the raft turns to the right; the opposite for turns to the left. Both
sides paddling forward moves the raft to safe waters. Both back paddling
saves the raft from rocks.
Rocks are a constant challenge. With luck, the raft will bounce oﬀ.
Without luck, the raft will be perched on the rock and everyone will move
to the opposite side until the perched end lifts and the current swirls
underneath and frees the raft. With very bad luck the raft will fold around
the rock, dumping everyone into the water. Despite my eﬀorts as captain,
my raft gets stuck upon a rock several times each trip. Only once does the
raft fold around a rock.
The outfitters provide kayakers to guide the flotilla of rafts through
the rapids. As each rapid approaches, the kayakers point out the best
route and position themselves where a raft might get into trouble. Their
eﬀorts save lives but do not save the rafts from meeting up with rocks.
On the Youghiogheny, the route through the first rapid is into
standing waves that drench all the occupants. No one is dry for the rest of

the trip. By the third rapid, the crew’s confidence builds, only to have
everyone thrown onto the raft floor by a large standing wave. A wave of
silliness follows and lasts for most of the trip - a refreshing change of pace
for a group of adults. In between the rapids are long stretches of flat water.
The crew has time to relax and enjoy the wooded hills through which the
Youghiogheny flows.
The hills surrounding the Cheat River are steeper and just as
beautiful. The rapids along the Cheat are more challenging and often send
rafters tumbling into the water.
My second trip on the Cheat was with a friend from work. She had
never rafted and trusted my skills as a captain. Unfortunately, we met a
folding rock. As the raft wrapped around the rock, my crew was able to
scramble onto it and await a rescue.
Rescue proved to be two kayakers with a long rope. Standing on a
nearby rock, they threw us the rope. We tied the end to the raft so that
they could pull it oﬀ the rock. The rope came back for the four of us still
stranded on the rock. We were instructed to hold onto the rope and jump
into the rapid. By keeping hold of the rope, we would be swung into a
quiet eddy. None of my crew wanted to go first. Being the captain, I took
the first plunge. The rope did its work and swung me into quiet waters.

The others quickly followed and landed safely. Amazingly, they still let me
be the captain.
Moving to Harrisburg took me away from the Youghiogheny and
Cheat Rivers. I took up canoeing instead of rafting. The quieter rivers and
creeks provided more than enough challenge and a chance to enjoy some
beautiful streams. Those streams had their share of rocks, but they were
easier to navigate than those on a white water river. Even better, in a canoe
I could always be the captain.

